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On a local test flight, from a Pacific
island, the pilot of a P-4 7 noticed
during a dive that the prop was overspeed ing. H e turned toward the field
w ith the propeller control in MANUAL
position. Enroute, the prop continuall y lost rp.m and m anifold pressure
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wing to abandon the plane, and then
noticed that it was not sinking as the
water was only a few feet deep. The
plane was resti ng on the bottom. The
pilot reported that during the ditching there was no violent jolt of any
kind and he was not thrown against
his shoulder harness.
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NIGHTMARE OF CRAZY CLOCKS
FoR SEVERAL YEARS pilots of military and transport
airplanes have viewed with alarm the eve r-increasing tend ency to pile gadgets on top of gadgets in
airplane cockpits. Adding to their consternation is
the non-uniformity of switches, controls and gages
in various planes. If experienced pilots have difficulty
in mastering the complexities of modern planes, the
day when the public can view the airplane as a
simple and safe means· of transportation is a long
way off.
A comparative study of total items, including
those not covered by the checklist, but all of which
require the pilots' attention, was made recently on
transport planes. There were 188 such items on
an early transport. The cockpit of another contained
343 items, while a new transport has 445 gadge ts,
levers, gages or oth er items for th e pil ots and flig ht
engineer to check.

would be much more dan gerous than it now is if it
had to be driven while looking out of a side window
or if the windshield afforded the blurred view
offered by many airplane windshields.
The safe plane is the only possible starting point
in the attempt to achieve safe flying, human nature
being what it is. Safety education is always important, but even the most safety-minded pilot cannot
overcome backward design. Public en thusiasm for
aviation, which is in reality the backbone of air
power, will be strictly limited as long ·as an airpl ane
is regarded as "an infern al machine that must be
mastered."
Through the efforts of military aviation, airline
pilots, federal agencies and manufacturers, there are
signs that simplification of airplane design is on its
way. Certainly the kn owledge of the ways to make

There remains no doubt that this complexity contributes to "pilot error." Constant repetition of the
same errors of forgetting, confusing and using incorrectly the various controls in th e cockpit, and of
misreadin g or misinterpreting the various instruments, or failing to read the right ones at the right
time, are testimony that present designs of the instrument panel and controls are invitations to the
pilot to do something wrong.
While each individual aircraft accid ent may appear in detail to be different from any other, examination of thousands of different accidents leaves little
doubt that the underlying conditions which permit
accidents to happen have remained much the same.
For example, the circumstances which lead to
mistaking the landin g gea r for th e flap switch may
vary widely, in most cases one fact remains constant :
encourage ment to make this mistake was inhe rent
in the location and design of the switches.
Similarly, repeated collisions with parked br taxiing airplanes, whether as a result of faulty brakes,
taxiing too fast or mere failure to look where the
airplane is going, suggest re-examination by supervisory personnel of present practice of where and
how airplanes are parked. D esigners can contribute
to lowering the rate of this type of accident by
affording the pilot better v1s1011.
An automobile
F ·EBRUARY ,

the airplane safer are attainable from the files of
accident experience. What this will mean in the
way of an impro ved accident record is obvious· from
USAF experience in which the study of repeated
errors has resulted in design changes.
Calling it "pilot error" is too often an easy way
to overlook accident-producing characteristics of the
airplane. More safety "built in" should be aviation's
goal for the future .
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FLYING SAFETY Staff
ON AN ASSEMBLY LINE unparalleled m the Air
For5~, B-29 Superforts relegated to storage graveyards a year ago are being brought back to life at
the rate of one each day to fly again in the 55group plan.
Maintenance problems never before encountered
are being met and surmounted by techniques formulated and perfected on the spot by men of the Maintenance Division of the Oklahoma City Air Material Area. The first group of 70 B-29's ordered
recommissioned was finished 48 hours ahead of
schedule in a panorama of assembly line overhaul
unequalled in the history of the division.
The project started right from scratch. The effects of protracted outdoor storage on the B-29's
were unknown since this was the first project of its
type. Had personnel assigned to the project known
the headaches that lay ahead, they would have been,
as one inspector put it, "ready to quit and join the
foreign legion" before they ever got started.
It is gross understatement to say the biggest problem was finding and eliminating corrosion. After
the third week mechanics, specialists, inspectors alike
2

were seeing visions of corroded wires and stringers
in their sleep, combing corrosion out of their hair
and stirring it in their coffee. Fuselages were corroded, wings were corroded, flaps were corroded,
props were corroded, landing gears were corroded.
The entire armament and communications system of
every airplane together with all instruments were
completely shot and had to be replaced.
One major source of trouble that would have had
mechanics still sweating over the first half dozen
planes was eliminated by the simple expediency of
replacing all engines and sending the old ones for
depot overhaul and repair. All propellers were removed, thoroughly inspected and tested, and refinished or replaced as required.

e

Propeller trouble was found on the very first
plane. The balsa wood cuffs on the prop blades
near the propeller hubs were removed to disclose
excessive rust and intergranular corrosion. These
cuffs were covered with doped fabric and instead of
protecting the blade shafts from moisture had held
it close to the metal where it could get in its damage.
As the B-29's moved along the three-fourth-mile
long assembly line, crews at each station carefully
inspected and replaced and repaired defective or
worn parts. Every inch of each plane was thoroughly
FLYING
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checked for every type of defect from rust to hastily
patched battle damage . Becau -e no one knew how
the inside of th,e landing gear was bearing up, the
gear was rem.oved from the first plane. A large
amount of f~r;ign matter and extensive rust was
found inside the strut. There was some question
whether this condition was a storage problem or one
present in operational aircraft. R e ea rch on this
problem is being conducted at present by the Strategic Air Command.
As a result of findings on this first airplane, removal and checking of all gear assemblies was made
part of the procedure. This condition of rust and
accumulated foreig n matter wa found in greater or
lesser degree in every airplane checked. The gears
now on the B-29's recommissioned are as good as
the day they rolled off th e factory lin e.

e

Fuel leaks presented another major problem. The
leaks were prone to develop after th e plane had been
through the maintenance line and were up for flight
test. As a result, it was made standard practice to
fuel the airplanes an d let th em stan d with fuel in
th e tanks for two wee ks before checkin g the tanks
in order for all leaks to show up. The largest single
source of trouble was fo und around the conn ection
part of the main tan k. The materiel division found
it necessary to install a special type of seal to stop this
leak. In one of the shops a manufacturin g plant
was set up to manufacture special fuel seals on the
spot.
One problem that had the division stumped for a
time was the matter of plexiglass blisters. The white
milky substance sprayed on the plexiglass to protect
it had turned out to be an enemy in disguise. On
planes that had been in storage only six months, this
covering could be blown off like rubber a5 it was
supposed to be. But on B-29's that had been stored
longer, which means the majority of planes, it clun g
to the plexiglass like part of the blister. Theoe domes
and blisters had to be discarded, and th ere were no
replacement parts. A contract had to be let for new
plexiglass blisters to solve the problem. On e official
in the maintenance division remarked that the only
thin g the spray protected was the dials of the instruments which all had to be discarded anyway.
The grandd ady of all their troubles, th e one single item that caused the most headaches and delay,
was th e electrical system in the Superforts. That
FEBRUARY ,
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all control cables and replacing those found unsatisfactory.
Inch by inch, the entire plane, inside and out, was
covered by inspectors looking for hidden trouble.
The shimmy damper in the nose gear provided its
share of trouble, as did countless other lesser items.
But as the crews grew experienced in the process
and learned what to expect and to look for, the
project picked up speed to finish 48 hours ahead of
the deadline on its first project of 70 planes.

meant the communication system, and there was a
critical shortage of qualified communications technicians. Almost all the wiring in the planes was defective and had to come out. The entire intricate
system had to be re-installed. Finally, however,
enough experts, both civilian and military, were obtained and the big difficulty was solved.
There were other problems, such as te~ting the
pressure cabins for leaks and defects and correcting
the troubles, and finding hidden corrosion invisible
on the surface of parts, corrosion that could be
found only by picking at the metal to determine
whether it was hard or soft, removing and testing

e

This achievement was made possible only by the
closest cooperation between supply and maintenance
divisions. In every section a liaison was maintained
directly between the two divisions. Bluestreak priority enabled the OCAMA to search out scarce and
necessary items of equipment and bring them in by
pilot pickup. The job had to be done. It was.
The recommissioning of Superforts to fly in the
55-group plan is not the whole story of the Oklahoma City Air Materiel Area by any means. Aircraft from "L" types to jets are serviced in one way
or another at this depot. Special manufacturing shops
are set up to provide certain parts for various aircraft, and there are many other activities too numerous to mention here.
As B-29's, P -4 7's and other planes recommiss'.oned for the Air Force roll out of the former
Douglas aircraft factory, aircrews assigned to fly
them can know they are top flight, first line airplanes, as good as the day they came from their
original factories. All these planes have been checked
from tip to tail, checked on the ground and in the
air. They are ready for armament installation by
using units. They are ready to fly again, to fight if
necessary, for the peace they so recently won.
F L YING
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BY MAJ. GILBERT G. SMITH, JR.
1st Cold W cather Test Det., Alaskan Air Command

e

HEAVY SNOW WAS FALLING and the temperature
was just a notch above freezing point when a pilot
at Anchorage, Alaska, started the engines of a C-46.
He expected no trouble from the settling flakes as he
ran up the engines and made routine cockpit checks.
Snow blanketed the tops of the wings, but the
plane was taxied out to take-off position. Believing
that the fresh snow would blow off during takeoff,
the pilot opened his throttles and rolled down the
runway. Immediately after takeoff and as the plane
climbed into colder air the wet snow, which had
accumulated during the warm-up and taxiing period,
froze to the wing surfaces.
This made a rough surface on top of the transport's wings. The pilot continued on at high power
settings and was able to reach 9,000 feet. There
he maintained an indicated airspeed of 130 mph
with power settings of 2,400 rpm and 35 inches
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manifold pressure. These power settings normally
should have pulled the plane along at about 210
mph.
The photos on this page were taken of the plane .
after it landed at Ladd Field. Ice deposits can be
plainly seen.
•
Because of the great length of time between the
starting of the engines and the actual takeoff, considerable snow had fallen on the wings. The control
tower changed the takeoff direction. after the plane
taxied out to the runway, further lengthening the
time snow accumulated.
What the pilot did in this case could very easily
have ended in disaster. A broom briskly applied tq
snow on wing and tail surfaces immediately before
takeoff should be required procedure, particularly
whenever the temperature is just above freezing on
the ground.
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SAFETY BEGINS •
WITH THE CADET
By Training Department, Randolph Field

SAFE FLYING has been of major concern to the
Flying Training Command for many years. Training, of necessity, has tried to keep abreast of the
technological advances made in aviation during
World 'V-ar II, and the natural trend has been to
introduce students to faster and heavier aircraft
earlier in their training period.
Ten years ago it would have been considered
madness to send a cadet off solo in a 600 mile an

b

hour plane; today it is an accepted part of the training program. Progress has outmoded the PT-13 as
a primary trainer in a system that graduates jet
pilots, and for that reason the USAF accepted the
optimistic reports of an RAF experiment and en- A
tered primary students for initial training in the 9
North American AT-6.
This step forward in tra111111g placed a heavier
burden on flying safety. The AT-6 is a groundlooping airplane in the hands of careless pilots, a fact
borne out by accident statistics. Thirty-nine percent
of all accidents during the past year occurred in the
AT-6, and it is significant that the majority involved
other than student personnel. To combat the increased probability of training accidents it was necessary to give added emphasis to safety; to graduate
students with the proper respect for hotter aircraft.
In that light, while safety education will never reach
a final pinnacle at which no better ideas are forthcoming, the Training Command has given much
thought to safety, and much has been done to keep
accidents down.
Safety in flying training begins when the student
meets his instructor. A student in many ways is a
lesser image of the man who teaches him, and he
carries the impressions he gets forward throughout

e
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his flyin g ca ree r. Durin g the war years central instructor school were se t up to train pilots along
specifi c standard lines to teach student in th e wid espread fl yin g schools. Wh en the war ended and fly~ in g training was curtailed, in structor trainin g was
'W' discontinued.
The lo s was felt imm ed iately when the program
began again at R andolph Field, and with the advent of th e AT- 6 in primary training ( now kn own
as Basic Ph ase I) , a flight instructors' school was
established. The prog ram of that school now is to
turn out in tructors who can fly the AT-6 safely

from the rear cockpit; who understand the flight
characteristics of the AT-6 ; and who can impart
safe and sane fl yin g practices to fl ying cadets. The
care with which instructor a re schooled in their job
will reflect in the accident rate of th e USA .
The instructional method in the A T-6 is called
the " slow approac h. " Th e a verage stud ent in the
past soloed the PT-1 3 in approximately eight hours;
the a verage A T-6 student soloes in approximately
twenty hours. The twelve extra hours of dual instruction mean a lot to the safety fac tor. A cadet fr,
the AT-6 must master the more co mplex proced ures
of the larger aircraft . H e must be abl e to do more
than just get th e aircraft on th e ground beca use an
A1-6 demands a lot more fl ying th an the old
PT-13.
Before he. is turn ed loose fo r solo, th e tude nt of
today must be able to identify and manipulate every
control blindfolded. Before he is allow ed to leave
th e traffi c pattern solo, he is chec ked th ro ugh three
supervised solo flig hts, usually from both hard and
oft-surface ru n ways. When a man gets the nod to
go out and practice in th e area he is able to take
care of himself.
Along with the slow approach, a n ew work day
was establi heel. In the past it was the custom to instruct fo r a half-day period. An ave rage primary

instructor with four students flew with them all during any one half-day, and was left little time for
ground instruction. The flying curriculum inaugurated at Randolph Field divided the training period
into two phases: pre-solo and post- olo. During the
pre- olo phase the instructor works through an
eight-hour day, and each student is on the line for
two hours, receiving an hour of flyin g instruction in
the air and a half-hour critique before and after being airborne. There is no doubt that the student
receives more and better instruction under the leisurely system now in operation, and is proportionately safer in the air as a res ult. In pite of the
longer grind for the individual instructor, the results
are worth the effort.
Aviation medicine ha taken strides forward a
training techniques advanced. The medical department's recognition of unsafe phy ical and mental
states of flying personnel has prevented many accidents.
ow, when a student or the instructor feels
that a man is not performing as he should, the flight
surgeon takes over and delves into the possible cause
for the lapse. Many students are grounded for a
few days and return to the line ready to do their
best. In the past they would have probably continued
and been eliminated for reasons that a little medical
attention correctly applied would have overcome.
Lessons learned in the past about fl ying safety are
still functioning in the present prog ra m. The old
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requirement for lookin g arou nd in the air has been
redoubled in the A T-6, and one ride in the blind
back seat of the A T-6 makes it easy to understand
why the instructor insists on swivel-n ecked students.
The "hot pilot," self-styled, i still catching the same
old hell, an d he gets in more trouble in the A T-6.
Rituals concerning gear, and fl aps, and mixture controls, and gas are ground into every student time
and tim e again until attention to details is second
nature with the ones who g raduate.
The precision and attention to procedure required
in training remain with a man throughout his flyin g
career. Throughout his training every effort is
made to pl ace him face to face with safe fl ying and
the reasons therefor. He has ample opportunity to
observe the penalty for infractions, and the groundloops of his fellow students serve warning of the
danger of relaxing for even a moment. From the
time he hits the line in the morning till he heads for
the barracks at night he is bombarded with literature, words, and action . . . and they all preach
safety in thl! air and on the ground.
The Training Command has its hare of accidents, but accidents can be expected when embryo
pilots are hooting thousands of landings in an airplane like the AT-6. In spite of the added complexity of starting students in the A T-6, since the
beginning of the program, Randolph Field has not
injured a single primary student.
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e TWO - POINT

LANDING

Unable to get the right gear to lock down, the
pilot of this B-17 Landed on the Left gear and tail
wheel. After touching down, the right wing was
held in Le-vel position as long as possible, lowering
slowly as speed decreased, until the wing tip
scraped the runway. As the right props struck,
the bomber groundlooped 180 degrees. No one
was injured. Faulty installation of the gear assembly was blamed for the failure.

SUPERVISORS ARE ON THE TEAM

A PILOT RELIES on th e men behind the airolane he
flies. :{ie is in~itle~ i:O expect that when a• plane is
turned (;°v~ r to hi~ it is in a good condition as m aintenan ce p.e:s()nnel can make it. H e depends on operations ·pe'fso_nnel fo r info rmation which w ill help
him m ake his flig ht safely. But how does he know
w hether-th ese people on th e gro und a re doin g their
pa rt ?
The supervisors should know. Th ey, the comm andin g offi cer, the operations offi ce r, the en gin eering offi cer, the inspector , are responsibl e th at personn el w ho back up th e pilot a re properly train ed
a nd familiar with sta nd a rd procedures.
Here are three accidents selected from many
w hich can be directly attributed to supervisors who
should have detected th e dangero us co nditions existing under th eir very noses.
fifty minutes after takeoff on a routine test hop
of a P - 51 which had come out of 50-hour inspec10

tion, the pilot had reason to lose his faith in the
other guy. When he r etarded the throttle and again
advanced it the engine continued to idle at about 20
inches manifold pressure. The throttle linkage had
probably become disconnected, he reasoned, although
th at part which was visible in the cockpit w as not
cl isconn ected.
A w heeh-up landing w as made at an abandoned
airstrip. N evertheless, as such landings are inclin ed
to end , the plane received major damage .
In vestigation pro ved that the linkage fo rward of
the fire wall had become disconnected and fallen
free. Th e nut and safety pin were missin g from the
connecting bolt. F ailure to afety th e nut w as the
primary cause 0£ this accident, an d investigators determin ed that m aintenance inspection of th e pl ane
had not been thorough.
Th e second accident came at the end of an uneventful test flight of a P-47. Upon returning to
FLYING
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the fi eld to land, the pilot was unable to lower the
left landing gear by eith er normal or emergency
procedures. After attempting to rectify ·someone
else's mistake for an hour, and with little gasoline
remaining in the tanks, he retracted th e rig ht landin g gear and bro ug ht the fi ghter in on its belly on
the crash strip. Again a plane received major
damage.
The accident in vestigators went to work . Their
find ings : the val ve assembly, hydraulic timin g, had
been installed in the left gear in reve rse, thus trappin g the fluid in the UP chamber and preventing
the gear from extending. T ests revealed that the
ow the board
gea r would retract but not extend.
descended on the engin ee rin g section and found that
maintenance record s were not fillin g th eir designed
purpose. On this plane parts had been removed and
replaced but no entry had been mad e on th e plane's
forms.
Careless supervisors had allowed a pilot to risk his
life in a plane which had undergone maintenance
repair wihout being inspected.
I '
While a tower operator contributed to the pilots'
mistak es· made in th e third accident, lack of training
ahd familiarity with exi ting SOP's tossed the blame
in the laps of supervisors.
In this case , a flight of two P-4 7' was cleared by
the tower to land. Th e pilot in N o. 2 position made
a normal pattern and landed close behind the flig ht
leader.
ea r the end of the landing roll he noticed
that he was overtakin g a plane in a fl ight that had
landed earlie r. In an effort to avoid collision he
applied brakes abruptly, nosed up, and the pl ane
received major damage .
Just before the two planes landed, two other
flights had been cl eared to the runway . Because of
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improper spacing of the first flight, the leader of the
second flight could not land safely on the left side
of the runway accordin g to plan. So he landed on
the right side, forcin g his win gman to land on the
left. Th e last flight was too close behind the second
flig ht to land on the left. Because his leader crossed
in front of him, the o. 2 m an in the second flight
had sl~w e d down almost to a stop. It was then the
o. 2 man in the last fli ght saw him a nd was forced
to brake hard to avoid a collision .
Questioned, the pilots admitted that th ey were not
fa miliar with th e form ation landin g procedures of
their organization. The tower operator indicated
that he had not been taug ht the proper method of
handlin g such traffic.
Failure to instruct as well as inform personnel of
an organization 's operating procedures is an indictment of those charged with supervision .
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SAFE LOADING-SAFE FLYING
BY CAPT. THEODORE S. WOOD
Westover Field

are good, stable, reliable machines, built to carry a load-but not if the load is
concentrated in the tail! A relatively light load, if
distributed haphazardly, can cause a dangerous tail
or nose heavy condition. G as loads must be computed carefully, so that maximum landing gross
weights will not be exceeded. Otherwise, a collapsed
landing gea r and a wrecked airplane may be the
result, to say nothin g of le critical damage .

SE R VICE AIR PLANES

Althoug h many pilots can recall accidents that resulted from either an ignorance of weight and balance or th e careless signing of the ce rtifi cate on the
clearance fo rm without checking the airpla ne, · no
such accident is on the books at Westover Field, or
is likely to be. We tover i the western terminus of
the Atlantic Division, Air Transport Command's
overseas runs to Frankfurt in the American Zone of
Occupation. Over forty flights a month leave Westover's broad runways bound for the long over-water
hop, through all kinds of weather and turbulence.
In addition, Military Air Transport, or MAT, with
which all aerial hitch-hikers are familiar, flies many
domestic flights, airlifting all kinds of freight from
Air Materiel areas to various bases throughout the
country.
The weight and balance officer at Westover
Field, Lt. Joseph R. Jamison, keeps tabs on over
100 airplanes, most of which are C-54' engaged in
the foreign transport mi ion. Other than these,
various commands send their planes in for weighing
at interval . The office is probably one of the most
complete in the Air Force, having two officers and
nine enlisted specialists assigned. Recently President Truman's airplane, the "Independence," arrived at W estover for a check and wa weighed by
personnel of that office. The office has per onnel on
duty 24 hours a day, as airplanes are departing on
long trips at all hours. W eig ht and balance books,
slide rule for each type of pl ane, Charts "A" and
"C" are kept in the office and up-to-the-minute records of equipment are filed.
Each airplane is weighed at least once a year, ac12

cording to AAF R eg. 55-3, which means an average
of one every three days. The large hangars at Westover simplify the weighing, as they can be completely closed. Drafts ove r airfoils cause such
inaccuracies that even the air conditionin g sy tern
are shut off durin g weighing.
You may wonder why an airplane must be
weighed every year; the few pounds gain ed or lost
probably wouldn't amoun t to much. H ere\ an example-C-54 D #42-72555 assigned to one of the
transport quadrons, weighed in when new in May
1945 at 40,92 2 pounds, index 80 .5. On 20 J anuary, 1947, the weight had dropped to 39,996, index
75.7. On 14 ovember, 1947, after weighing, the
pounds had gone back up to 40,171, index 81.5.
That difference of nearly 1,000 pounds could very
easily mea n the difference between safe loading or
overloadin g, and the five-point index change on the
lide rule, if added to a heavy lift, might have meant
one C-54 piled up at the end of so mebody'~ airfield.
The C-54 had "plush" seats and equipment in
the passenger compartment which were removed for
substitute equipment of a different total we:ght during the year. This decreased the weight.
The loading chiefs of the ;;ir freight section supervise the loading of all planes on the MAT or
foreign transport missions. These loading chiefs are
also weight and balance experts, although not asigned to the weight and balance department. After
the airplane is loaded, the load form is sent to the
weight and balance office where it is checked against
the basic index of the plane. The load is corrected
to comply with safe loadin g practices if necessary.
Gas loads, which have been computed by the First
Air Transport Group's chief navigator, are phoned
to the weight and balance office so that proper coordination between air freight, operations, and
weight and balance is always a sured.
Personnel of the weight and balance section undergo continuous on-the-job training, and most of
them can answe r any question asked about weight
and balance in theory or practice. Last summer,
F LYI NG
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T /Sgt. R obert ]. Leonard, NCO IC of the weight
and balance section, made a junket to many of the
division's widespread operating locations, supervising the weighing of various airplanes and as isting
operations personnel in the proper operation of a
weight and balance section. Early this spring, an other trip to the many domestic operating locations
is in prospect.
It is well to remember, when loading any airplane
cargo, that tie-down is important. If turbulence is
encountered, it may be too late. During the war
years, many airplanes were lost because pilots were
in a hurry and had no time to secure loads. Tiedown kits are supplied with every airplane built to
carry cargo.
ATC planes carry every kind of freight imaginable, but one of the most difficult loads carried was
6,000 pounds of loose paper. The papers were documen ts pertaining to an international weather conference, and were picked up at T oronto, Canada, to
be flown to Washington. Imagine the surprise when
a truck backed up to the ATC C-4 7 and men began carrying in bundles of paper tied loosely together
with lengths of twin e. None of the bundles were
of the same size, and there was little that could be

Weight and Balance officer uses computer, charts.
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done but stack them, one upon the oth er, with the
high point of the pile as near to th e forward bulkhead as possible. The next half-hour was spent using
all th e rope and rope- tig hteners in th e airplane
manufacturing a taut rope net over the slippery
paper. Any pilot can imagine the hopeless struggle
to keep the faithful old C-4 7 in level flight if this
had not been done, and 6,000 pounds of loose paper
had skidded toward the tail latrme ! Happily, most
loads can be computed and 5towed aboard more
scientifically than that.
It pays to compute gross weights carefully. Inaccura ies in estimated gross weight will play havoc
with your engineer's cruise con trol computations.
Your range will be appreciably sho rtened if the error
is large, and extremely embarrassing, to say the least,
if you should have to land a mile short of you r destination.
Flying present-day aircraft entails enough thought
during flight to keep you r whole crew busy-don't
give yourselves something extra to worry about. Get
acquainted with you r weight and balance expert.
Learn at least the fundame.ntals of weighing, and
learn all yo u can about safe loa din g! You'll be a
better pilot when you do.

Weighing a Skymaster is an intricate, inside job.
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IT IS A LONG STANDING CONTENTION of experienced pilots that enormous errors exist in altimeter
readings when flying through mountainous terrain.
Test work done by the Aeronautical Ice Research
Laboratory indicates the old-timers are right.
An airplane was flown over Mt. Washington,
ew Hampshire, with altim et~r setting based on
the latest in formation received from Concord, the
nearest airways radio. As it pa sed the summit, it
altimeter indicated between 8,200 and 8,300 feet.
Observer in the plane and on the mount:iin peak
estimated the actual altitude of the plane over the
summit as between 200 and 300 feet. The mountain is 6,288 feet above ea level. The true elevation
of the airplane was therefore very nearly 6,550 feet!
The tests were repeated with comparable altimeter
errors.
Corrected for temperature, the elevation indicated
by the altimeter was 7,900 feet or about 350 feet
lower than the uncorrected reading. The error remaining, that is the difference between 7, 900 feet
and 6,550 feet, was attributed to orographic lifting
of th e air. At the time of the flight, the Mt. Washington Observatory was reporting winds of 100 mph
and a temperature of -30 degree F.

Mountainous slope are especially treacherous because the air tends to be compre ed on the low
windward slopes and thinned on the lee slopes. High
winds over mountain tops react not unlike air passing through a Venturi. Also, weather stations in
these mountains may be thousands of feet above sea
level. ince altime ter settin g are computed assuming a standard atmosphere lapse rate from the ea to.A
station level, desirability of adding a thousand fee tW
or more when flying over such areas i obvious.
Mountains do not form the only scene for faulty
altimeter readings. The air over flat country often
behave in . trange ways. Standard atmosphere and
ad iabatic lapse rates can be plotted on a chart, but
take and whirl the air around in storms and subject
it to sudden temperature changes and it doesn't
conform to the standards upon which instruments
like the altimeter are based.

-

It is important therefore for the pilot to be aware
of the areas, seasons and conditions when the pressure altimeter may be grossly incorrect. Consider
always that each variation of temperature and pressure from the tand:ud atmo phcre induces error in
the altimeter. With this knowledge it is pos ible to
be on the alert for changes in the air between the
last meteorology report and the position of the plane.
The extreme heating which occurs to the air over
desert area can induce large errors between the actual and indicated altitude. Aho during sub-zero
cold with clear skies, surface temperature iuversion
of as much as 20 degree C. are not uncomrr.on. In
warm air a plane usually flies higher than indicated,
in cold air lower.
Upon passage from a high pressure area to a low
pressure area, or through a frontal system, large differences between the actual altitude and the indi-

cated altitude may be encountered within a relatively short distance. It should be remembered that
in flying from a high to a low the actual height of
the plane will always be le s than the 1;ltimeter indicates. Thus, the setting should be constantly renewed
if available. A pressure gradient of one inch Hg.
within 300 mile is not unu ual on most any weather
map. At sea level this pressure gradient is equivalent
to 1,000 feet.
When flying from colg air to warm air, as in passing through quall lines of moderate to severe intensity, a major difference between true and indicated altitude may occur within a very short time,
with the plane flying much lower than indicated.
Similarly, caution must be utilized in areas of thunderstorm activity since each such storm is a low
pressure system. Altimeter errors are roughly proportional to the intensity of the thunderstorm.
A simple thumb-rule to remember about altimeters includes these points:
First: Obtain latest settings as you pass over stations along your flight path.
Second: Altimeter settings are computed with an
artificial scale ba ed on sea levd normals. The sum
of errors mounts with the effect of wind, temperature, terrain, and torms.

STALL DETECTION
genious set-up of five vanes on the leadin g edge of
the w in g which actuated red lights for the examin er
as the pilot brought the pfa ne to w hat he thoug ht
was the edge of a stall.

when they try, and do stall
when they don't try.
This is not contradiction. le is the logical conclusion of research experts.
The Civil A eron au tics Administration and several
universities have discovered that few pilots, whether
students, instructors or pri vate pilots, can recognize
w hen a stall is immin ent. This fund amental fac t
shows itself in two ways:
I. When pil ots are delibe rately trying to fl y on
the edge of the stall, they think th e edge has been
reached long before it actually has.
2. In "n ormal" flig ht, and pro bably under conditions of dist rac tion, pilots freque ntly stall inadvertentl y.
The appa rent contradiction m erely results from
the fac t th at inadequacies in stall recognition beco me evident in diffe rent ways in diffe rent situations.
PILOTS D ON'T STALL

Taking the ave rage performance fo r a series of
different maneuvers conducted at Bedford, Nashville, and Westchester airports, D r. Rulon found
that most pilots believe they are at the stall-point
w hen only three of the fi ve lights are on. Actually,
a stall occu rs only after four or fi ve lights fl ash, depending on th e m an euve r. Since the pilots t ested
were in truc ted to "come just as close to stalling the
airplan e as possible without actually stallin g,'' the
conclusion was that they co uldn't find the stall point
w hen they we re tryin g.
A co mpanion proj ect at Ohio State University,
reported by Dr. F . C. D ockeray, is seeking to determin e whether accuracy in stall perception can be
improved through train ing and use of stall-warn ing
indicators w hich fl ash li o-hts and sound a horn.
Dr. Brimhall comm ents that only the first step
has been taken in stall investigation . Because so
many stalls occur in advertently, researchers a re now
tackling the problem of how pilots can recognize a
tall und er conditions of distraction, such as w hile
fl yin g instruments.
P erhaps a new instrument is n eeded. M ay be pilots
need more inten ifi ed training in stall characteristics.
Whatever th e decision, th e w ork of the e researchers
will result in safer fl ying.

In a high in cidence of private plane accidents a
stall , partic ularly fro m a turn , was the imm ediate
m aneuver prece din g the crash. This became a special
study for D r. D ean R. Brimhall and D r. R aymond
Franzen, C AA researchers. Their studies were base d
on investigations of a large n umber of accidents,
and in most instances engin e failure or structu ral
fail ure was not a fac tor, giving the logical conclusion that the pilots in volved stalled in adve rtently.
Because so m any pilots did not recognize the signs
of an impending stall, or at least the signs did not
register, an experimen t wa conducted by D r. P hillip J. Rulon of H arva rd U niversity. H e used an in16
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VIOLATION!
WHEN A PILOT VIOLATES one or several flying
regulations he is not always the only person to suffer
the consequences.
The flight leader of a P-47 ferry mission chalked
up seven violations against his flight. The trip was
uneventful until the Mississippi River was crossed
at an unknown point and the flight leader became
uncertain of his position. Several range orientations
were attempted. The three pilots found themselves
over a solid overcast shortly after sundown. The
flighr leader and one _wingman let down through
the clouds and subsequently found a civilian field.
Meanwhile, the other wingman had lost sight of
his flight in the clouds and continued on the heading
they had been flying, letting down. By then it was
dark and his fuel warning light was blinking. As
soon as the engine quit he went over the side.
About 18 hours later he was found in the wood
by civilians, his left leg broken after he released him.A. self from his 'chute entangled in a tall tree.
'W' Too much haste before takeoff shared the blame
for the violations charged against this flight. The

e
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pilots were in such a hurry to file their clearance
and reach their destination before sunset that only
one set of maps was prepared. The hour of un et
u ed in computations was that at their point of departure in the southwest, making their ET A actually
30 minutes after sunset. Such late flights are clearly
forbidden by regulations governing ferrying of air
planes.
The last hour and 40 minutes of their flight was
spent in milling around, lost, within a radius of 100
miles of their destination.
one of the pilots carried flashlights. And the
two wingmen, without maps, had no knowledge of
their position after the flight left VFR conditions
and began to fly IFR. Added to their difficulties,
compasses were known to be erratic.
This flight leader wa charged with a demonstrated lack of proper leadership, gross negligence
and general navigational deficiencies, causing detruction of an airplane and serious injury to another
pilot. He forfeited $100 pay, and was reprimanded.
17

OPERATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
WHILE IT IS POP U LAR to think of th e flight test of a
new plane as glamorous, it is strictl y an unheroic
engin ee ring venture during which sco res of specialists
acc umulate a mass of data that would dwarf th e E ncyclopedia Brittanica.
To thoroughly prove the operation of the new
Boeing Stratocruiser, for example, flight test personnel collected in addition to two offi ce filin g cabinets
full of reports, two miles of paper covered with
machine-recorded data and two miles of 16-mm .
film. One of th ese airplanes carried three tons of
special precision instruments during one period of
the flight test . At first glance it may see m extravao-ant to collect such a huge pile of statistics. Actually,
0
.
l
the e painstaking proj ects are far more econom1ca
than rushing a new, untried model off the asse mbly
lin e and into service only to have trouble develop
later.
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TYPE TS- 1 DUMMY
He's "Horace" to flight test personnel at the
North American Aviation plant, but to researchers
he's "Type TS-1 Articulated Anthropomorph."
H e's a scientifically de ig ned dummy used to test
the company's new pilot ejection seat. His weight
and center of gravity of limbs and other body parts
are exact duplicates of his human coun terpart. H e
also has room in his chest fo r instruments which determin e his rate of pitch and yaw, as well as acceleration, during test ejections.
For the first test, in which " Horace" was ejected
from a plane on th e gro und, a net was borrowed
fro m a circus to c,atch him at the end of his traj ectory. T ype TS- I was dressed in crash helmet, oxygen ma k, headphones, microphone and parachute
fo r his first flight in th e new pilot ejec tion seat.

" C" RINCS
The Iavy is initiating on-the-spot studies of "G"
forces on th e pilot in airplane crashes. A dynamometer containing two metal rings which become elliptical when force is applied is fitted into safety belts
and shoulder harnesses. The maximum pressure developed on th e body in a crash is calibrated on the
rings by the degree to which the rings have been
force d out of their original hape.
A.s a tarter the rings are being installed on all
F6F's. After a crash the units will be removed and
forwa rded to the Bureau of Aeronautics for inspection and reading .
18
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SNOW AN D ICE TIRE
Imbedded in the tread rubbe1 of a new snowan d-ice airplane tire are almost 8,000 sprin g steel
wire coils, each ,0 inch long and ~ of an inch in
diameter. These coil sp rin gs bite into snow and ice
on runways, enablin g big planes to brake safely to
a top.
A.
The new tires are expected to increase the safe . .
operation of planes at our far northern bases.
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MAKE ' EM CARRY LIGHTS
Capt. Lee R. Gulley of K eesler Field is one pilot
who knows definitely that birds fly at nig ht.
While cru isin g over J ackson, Miss., at 3,000 feet,
in a B-25, the eren e night flight was interrupted
hy an explosive jolt. Thinkin g that a cylinder exhaust stack had blown, Captain Gulley and his copilot, Lt. D onald H. Merwin, decided to land im ~
mediately. The enginee r, S/ Sgt. Jame L. Catt,
agreed.

SUDDEN STOPS
Damage to an airplane en gin e can in no way be
judged from the damage suffered by the propeller,
according to the latest findings of Air Materiel
Command. Meanwhile, accidents continue to be
reported with engines damaged by sudden propeller
stoppage. These accidents are generally ca used by
nose-ups, gear failures, belly landin gs and taxiing
over rough terrain where the prop has struck the
ground or an object.
Wheneve r an accident occurs in which the propeller is abruptly stopped or slowed down, all engines with 1,400 cubic inch or more piston displacement are to be removed immediately and fo rwarded
to a depot fo r overhaul. This is required hr Tech-

After landing, the engineer walked around the
plane and discove red a 5-inch hole in the plexiglass
no e. In th e hole was the remains of a brown hird,
it two legs hangin g limp from th e opening.
Said Captain Gulley, "The CAA should make
·'em carry lights."

ILLUMINATED WINC TIPS
'

•

nical Ordtr 02-1 - 15. All R-680- 9 and 13 engines
a re also included by this rule.
While an engine that has suffe red some form of
sudden toppage or slow-down may continue to give
excellent performance even if it is not ove: hauled,
the cost of one washed-out airplane which may crash
when the engine does fail in flig ht will pay for a
great many ove rh auls.
FE B R U A RY ,
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The navy i experimen ting in an effort to eliminate confusion of a nig ht-flying plane with ground
lights, stars and imilar single lights. Bars of illumin ated lucite have been in tailed on an S I]. The
entire outline of wing tips and the trailing edges of
rudder and elevators glow with olid lines of light
not unlike night advertisements.
Also being te ted is a plan of direct illumination
of parts of th e plane . This is done by small floodlights which a re directed at the vertical and horizontal su rfaces of th e tail. A th ird experiment involves
th e use of fl ashing lig hts similar to those on ·airlin ers.
19

IS ENOUGH
MosT ANY HONEST PILOT will confess flying mistakes that but for luck or guarding power~ would
have meant sudden death. It only takes one such
experience for the ordinary pilot to steer clear of
more of the same.
These are experiences of pilots who knew better,
but had to undergo a bit of fright to have the leswn
sink in. The pilots whose stories follow prefer to
remain anonymous. If you have had a "Once Is
Enough" experience, share it with other airmen.
FL YING SAFETY prefers to print the name of the
author, but naturally does not desire to incriminate
any pilot who feels that his admissions would get
him in trouble.

0

Suddenly, we hit our safety belts ... we were at
8,000 feet approximately 30 miles northwest of St.
Louis. The flight indicator on our auto pilot had
tumbled and the plane went into a half roll and
then into almost a vertical dive. We were losing
altitude and gaining airspeed steadily. A minute
later, although it seemed an eternity, we recovered
from the dive. We had lost a thou and feet and
the air peed had neared 200. The aircraft was undamaged and the passengers wEre luckily unhurt,
although they had been thrown almost to the top of
the compartment.
Our slow recovery was due to the extreme difficulty which we encountered in reaching the auto
pilot cut-off valve. This trouble was caused by the
violent action of our aircraft during which we were
raised against our safety belts by negative gravity as
we went into the dive.
Inasmuch as the auto pilot had functioned correctly for about 15 hours on our trip, we endeavored to put it into use again, but the flight indicator
failed to assume normal position .
As a result of this narrow escape, it is our specific
recommendation that pilots wear their safety belts at
all times while on the auto pilot .... the tighter the
better.-Two C-4 7 SKIPPERS.

A
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Use That Alternate Field
But for the Safety Belt ....
We were cruising along one clear summer night
recently in our C-4 7 at 15 5 mph, en route from
Oklahoma to Michigan, reasonably oblivious to the
trials and tribulations of the world beneath us. Our
auto pilot was doing our work for us and our twelve
passengers were dozing comfortably in the passenger
compartment.
20

The weather at Memphis had been forecast as
ceiling 600 to 800 feet, visibility two to three miles,
temperature 38, dewpoint 36, light rain and light
fog. This didn't seem to bother me at the time,
however, nor did it seem to matter much to the man
who signed my clearance. So with only 4 hours of
instrument (under the hood) in the last 6 months I
took off in "Uncle's" AT-6 at 1854 and headed for
FLYING
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Memphis whicp was one hour and forty minutes
away. At 2015, over 3 hours later, I landed
"wheels, flaps, and head up" in a plowed field 20
miles west of Memphis.
Here's what happened. At 1730 I started the engine, received taxi instructions and taxied out for
takeoff. I checked the engine and asked for my
A TC clearance. The tower told me there would be
a delay so I shut off the engine to save gas. At 1835
the. clearance came through and takeoff was made
at 1854. I was cleared to climb and maintain 8,000
feet until further instruction from Memphis radio.
At 2000 I gave Memphis radio a po ition report of
"25 minutes out of Memphis at 8,000 feet." Memphis radio came back with instructions to descend to
2,000 feet and let them know upon reaching that
altitude.
During this letdown I encountered severe tur-

bulence (that put the AT-6 into some 60-degree
banks), hard rain, and some snow. After reaching
the vicinity of Memphis, I circled for an hour and
thirty minutes trying to contact Memphis radio to
get permission to make a letdown. But "old man
static" thwarted every attempt. I did manage to
pick up a Memphis weather report giving a ceiling
of 800 feet, so thinking it safe, I let down.
I became contact at 1,100 feet, and found a town
which .I circled. I tried, with no luck, to get Memphis radio. After a few minutes Memphis tower
was contacted and I asked for a heading to Memphis. After I described the town which I was circling, Memphis tower gave me a heading of 90
degrees! I flew this heading aboul: 5 minutes,
whereupon the weather became so bad that I returned to th e small town which I had been circling. Again I contacted Memphis tower and they
told me to try a heading of 40 degrees. I did this
FE BR U A RY,
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for a few minutes, but because of the weather and
low gas I returned to the town. At 2215 my engine
ran out of gas and with the aid of "several angels,"
a sucessful belly landing was made in a rye field 20
miles west of Memphis.
ext time I hit bad weather I was ready for it. I
had made it a point to p;·actice instruments and practice more instruments. I flew to my alterna.te field,
rather than find out how damn good I was on intruments.-A Guv AMED JOE.

forgotten Reserve
I knew what I had neglected to do right as soon
as I found myself walking about the wreckage of my
plane in the desert. I was dazed, but I knew what
I had forgotten.
While letting down preparatory to landing at an
airfield, the right engine of my P-3 8 cut out. I
called the tower for an emergency landing on one
engine and switched both fuel selector valves to the
auxiliary tanks. The left engine then failed.
Frantically, I turned the selector valves back to
the main tanks which cut in the left engine for only
a second or two. By then I had to tell the tower I
was too low to make it to the field and would crash
in the desert.
I had forgotten about the P-38 fuel system. So I
ran "dry" with gas still aboard. I had not used the
proper sequence of drawing fuel from the tanks-

- - --hould have drawn off at least 15 minutes of the
reserves to allow room for the fuel returned unmetered from the carburetor . As P- 38 jockeys remember, failure to follow this course caused the fuel
to siphon overboard. Because air had entered the
fuel lines after the main tanks ran dry, the auxiliary
tanks, though full, were of no use to me. - ANOTHER

]OE.
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HUCKSTER, USAF
( EorToR's NOTE : A veteran pilot, master of the
sarcastic word, finds the Air F urce a huckster and
expresses his " admiration" in choice language in th e
followin g clever article on the Flying Safety e dy ~a
tional program. In adve rtently, he proved the pom.t
and " bought the soap," fo r only the endin g to this
piece is fi ction . Y ou see , he la~d e d. sa fely an~ r emembered that "the successful flig ht 1s never fimshed
until the engin es are cut and th e F orm 1 is filled
out. " H e now lives happily with no more serious
wo rries than a few fl ying safety re m inders before
his eyes. Sheepishly, he has just learn ed that FL YING
SAFETY'S counterparts of "love that soap" have
saved th e Air F orce and the nation an estimated
$12, 000,0 0 0 in the pa t year, as well as averted th e
loss of 21 6 lives and 144 erious inj uries.)

*

*

*

*

AND HE SELLS SAFETY
dangerous, (2) all pilots are dopes, e.xcept whe.n
se rvin g on accid ent committees, ( 3) airplanes will
not withstand impact aga inst m ountains, ( 4 ) a
pilot, clea red 'contact,' had better damn ed sig ht
stay 'contact,' and ( 5) if an airplane dives into the
e-round it was because 'all th e altitude in th e world is
~o good if it is above you.'
" Upon all of the walls in every operations office,
adorning the mirror above the bars in th e Officers'
Clubs, plastered on all bulletin boards, and obscuring such vital in formatives as O .D. roster , W oman's Club agenda and 'pro' tation location , there

*

" A RE CENT FLYIN G TRIP to Muroc L ake afforded
me th e privilege of landing at se veral Air F orce
fi elds en route fo r the pu rpose of ( 1) re-fueling a
C-4 5 airplane, ( 2 ) obtainin g somethin g to eat, and
( 3 ) stoppin g overnig ht fo r a rest and a contemplation of those diversionary pursuits which become
more plausible with each added mil e from home
base.
" This was the fir t extended flig ht I had made
since returning from overseas an d it w as a revelation
to note th e improved trend of thoug ht toward the
FL YING PROBLE M. It was evid ent that someone had devoted consid erable effort, plus a lot of
public expression, to the fac t t hat ( I ) ai rpla nes are
22
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were pictu res of airplane accidents and descriptions
of airc raft accid ents. Very interestin g they we re too
-some of th em-and I missed two buses, a t rain
conn ect:on and one possible blon de, beca use I became so abso rbed in readin g about what happened to
'C aptain G- - , who took off in a B-25 for a routine night cross-country training flight.'
" It see med that Captain G- - had had three
thousand hours in B- 25's, but on this occasion he
neglected the vital point of crawling back mto the
d t tail section to check for fo reign o bj e ct~ before
takin g off. T wo houn east of Albuquerque, and
after properly and legally changin g his flight plan
from 'contact' to I F R thro ugh the CAA, the Army
Flight Service, th e St. L ouis Control and the
W .C .T.U., Captain G- - noticed that the B-25
had become unreasonably tail- heavy. Within a few
moments the backward force on the control column
was so grea t that he had to put his fee t against it
and push with all his strength. The copilot finall y
realized th at somethin g was amiss so he too put his
feet on the wheel and began to push. Their combin ed pushing was in va in, and the B-25 crashed
and burned.
" The only survivor was a R oumanian stowaway
in the extreme aft tail section, and he confessed later
that he had only taken out 'first papers.' The accident committee concluded that a diminishing fu el
supply ca used the weight of the stowaway to affect
adversely the balance of the airpl ane , and recommended that in the future all Roum anians carry evidence of citizenship. ( Note : Th ere has been a noticeable decrease in the number of B- 25 crashes in
the vicinity of Cin cinn ati. )
"Gruesome remind ers of pilot frailt ies dogged me
at every stop- and at every seat. I was happily visiting that boon to all travelers wh en my eyes rested
momen tarily on a cubicle partition. There, thumbtacked on the plywood, was depicted the smoking
ruins of a C-4 7, with a two-inch caption stating:
'This pilot fo rgot to raise his fl aps on the go-
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around!' H astily pulling up my own flaps, I got
the hell out.
" I wandered, somewhat fee bly, to the clearance
desk, trying to dismiss the dismal thought that, no
matter how good a pilot thinks he is there is always
somethin g he does that could end in a crack-up if
certain circumstances follow certain action. This
was to be the last lap of the trip. Six hundred miles
to go, and the weather was marginal. 'Marginal'
means that nobody, including the weatherman,
knows just what the hell is goin g to happen to the
weather. I began to fill out the clearance formwhich is a test of sobriety, patience am.l mental agilitly. There is no continuity to the thin g ; the first
blank spaces are devoted to the names and religious
affiliations of the passenge rs, then there is an incontinent skip, ' D o you have a fl ashlight?' 'Is everyone equipped with a pro-kit ?' 'Is any communistic
t endency evident ?' and 'Do you solemnly swea r
that every light in the airplane is working? ' In an
inconspicuous lower corner the1e is a space to indicate where th e pilot is going and how he intends to
get there.
" I signed this clearance fo rm in approximately 20
places. The 19th signature put me on record as
claiming that this C -4 5 had been w eighed and physicked at 1315 hours on 3 September 1946, and had
not gained an ounce since that time. Then the A.O.
presented himself with a smiling frown :
" 'Sir, do yo u have an instrum ent card ?'
"I pro udly pointed to the command wreath on
my wings and stated that Mr. Truman had advised
me I could sign a clearance if I put my mind to it
without the instrument card. I gave the A.O. a
stony glance, but I did not, I positively did not, tell
him that I had been flyin g bank and turns since he
had worn three-cornered pan ts. Then came the
vital question. 'Sir,' said he, ' we haven't gassed your
airplane yet because you didn't tell us last night exactly how much fuel you had left in your tanks.'
" Two hours later I was ready to go. M y pulse
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was still strong and heart action good. I soon found
that the weatherman was all wrong, because I had
to climb to fifty thousand feet, where I dallied
around for an hour or so without oxygen-proving
something or other. Then I came down lower to
see what the rest of the world looked like. It didn't
look so good. I went up again. It didn't look so
good up there. Everywhere I looked it didn't look
so good, so I quit looking.
"Four hours later the destination hove into sight.
I reminded my5elf that airplanes seldom crack up
in the air; 'it is usually a violent contact with the
ground which results disastrously.' But nothing
could happen to me! I had faithfully memorized all
the accident pictures on the bars, on the mirrors, the
bulletin boards and in the latrines, and I could recite all the pilot errors from 1924 to 194 7. I discarded, as unpatriotic, the sneaky thought that accident committees like to blame everything they can
on pilots in order to give themselves a false feeling
of security when they fly. I concentrated all my
effort upon the problem of landing.
"That landing is a matter of history. It was going to be perfect ; I remembered the picture of the
burning B-25 on the mountain peak, and pulled
back on the stick-although I was still two thousand
feet above the runway. I recalled that to prevent a
fire a good pilot always cuts his switches-so I cut
all the switches I could find, and noted with deep
satisfaction that both engines quit promptly. In order to avoid possible collision with any other airplane
which might be under me on the final approach, I
pulled back further on the stick, and immediately
went into a spin.
"Another rule flashed into my memory, 'Turn to
the full tank before landing.' Since all of the tanks
were practically empty I turn ed the selector to the
OFF position and hoped for the best. I had, by this
time, definitely committed myself to the landing. I
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concentrated hurriedly upon some more accident
rules. 'A Good Pilot Knows the C ondition of his
Airplane at all Times.' So I left the cockpit and
clambered back through the cabin, pausing now and
then to test the structure with a thumpin g experimental fin ger, nodding politely to the passengers en
ro ute. Then I noticed a stron g smell of gasoline
fumes in th e cabin, ~o I immediately warned everyone against lighting anything except properly certified lighters. Rules were rules! I realized that the
copilot was probably having a rough time all by himself so I hurried back to the cockpit, put on my parachute, buckled the shoulder harness, studied the
"G" file for a few minutes and strapped a bail-out
oxygen bottle to my leg, making certain of course
that no leaking oil lines were anywhere n ear the •
oxygen.
"I was thirty seconds ahead of my E.T.A., so I
picked up the microphone and advised A.A.C.S. of
the fact. This time the answer was reassuring and
to the point, 'L os Angeles Air T raffic Control advises that you are in a spin and are aproaching the
east end of the north-south runway. What are
your intentions?'
"The last thing which was absolutely clear to m e
was the memory of a vivid picture on the wall at
Tinker, which showed a bedraggled lo~ kin g pilot
crawling away from an upside-down AT-6. His
goggles hung over the nape of his neck, his collar
and tie were askew, and his expression re miniscent
of a college boy caught by an irate far mer-after
molesting the 18-year-old daughter. There was
something altogether pleasing about that expression,
and it wa~ with the happy picture that I departed the
earth. The C-45 I was flyin g crashed, and all of us
were killed, and this story was written by an amiable
'ghost writer' w hom I subsequently encountered
w hile he was ' holding' over the Hickory fan marker,
just west of Pittsburgh."
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In an effort to eliminate accidents, Headquarters
United States Air Force has provided for pennant
awards in recognition of safety goals achieved. Recognition will be given for the best safety rates of
stations throughout the continental U.S., thereby
arousing team spirit. The awards are based on type
of aircraft flown and on the amount of flying time
being done in a particular model. For example, a
station operating C -54's is in competition with other
stations ·operating the Skymasters but not in contest
with B-29 outfits.
Three classes of pennants are available, depending on the amount of flying being done on a station
in a particular model. As in the case of stations
logging up to 999 hours quarterly in B-25's, competition is for the Class I pennant. Stations flying
B-25's 1,000 to 3,999 hours quarterly are bracketed in Class II, while Class III is open to units
flying over 4,000 hours.
Reserve base units are included in the competition. Those with no fatal accidents for a threemonth period will be awarded a pennant to be displayed until its record is marred by a fatality.

In endeavoring to qualify for the pennants, tactical missions, night operations and instrument flying are not to be curtailed. For further details see
AF letter 62-3, dated 1 July '4 7.
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THIS IS A STORY OF A ROUTINE FLIGHT which
ended in tragedy.
A C-4 7, loaded with airplane parts, crashed when
an attempt was made by the pilot to maintain Visual
Flight Rules under actual instrument conditions
while flying in a western mountainous region.
Prior to the takeoff the pilot had released the
aircraft for night and Instrument Flight Rules flight
with the Gyro Horizon inoperative in violation of
AF Reg. 60-16 paragraph 55 sub A -2-F. This
statement is borne out by the fact that the pilot
signed the exceptional release on the Form lA. The
flight plan indicated that the trip would be conducted at night under VFR for several hundred
miles along an airway, then IFR to the point of
destination.
The takeoff was at 1800 hours. The climb to
altitude was without incident. At 201 7 a position
report was made by the pilot. No change of flight
plan was requested at this time, indicating that the
flight was progressing as planned according t~ Visual
Flight Rules.
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Exactly 1 7 minutes after the position report was
made, with zero ceiling and visibility, the C-4 7
plowed into a 7,600-foot mountain at a point 200
feet from the summit. The airplane crashed in a
level flight atttiude. The tachometer recovered
from the wreckage indicated both props were set at
2,000 rpm at the time of the crash, discounting the
possibility of materiel failure. It is felt that the pilot,
in fly;ng the light line, ran into a scattered shower
while attempting to remain contact below the overcast. The temptation to remain contact was probably further prompted by the fact that the Gyro
Horizon was inoperative.
It is not beyond the realm of possibility that the
pilot merely signed th e exceptional release as a matter of routi1,e without checking into the reason for
th e red diagonal. He may have discovered that the
Gyro H orizon was out of order after becoming airborne and decided to con tinue the flight anyway.
Either way, when he released that C-4 7 for night
and instruments, he signed his own ticket too.
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THE WEATHERMAN gave the two fighter pilots a
forecast of CA VU all along their route, except for
a weak front lying across their path. This was
"high hoken" and at 10,000 feet they would have
plenty of room to go between these clouds and remain VFR.
Together with the forecaster they checked the
hourly sequences all along their proposed route. A
clearance was filed for a two-plane flight and the
pilots took off. Flying a loose formation, they approached the line of clouds and climbed to 12,000
to pass through a break. As they passed between
the towering clouds, the flight leader noticed that
those ahead seemed to be closer together and visibility between them not too good. So he called his
wingman and told him to make a 180-degree turn.
His wingman did not answer and did not turn.
The flight leader called again, telling the pilot of
the other Mustang that he was making a 180 turn
to the left. This call was acknowledged. He rolled
into the turn slowly, because his fuselage tank was
still about two-thirds full and he was indicating 250
mph. In making the turn he was in a cloud briefly
and upon emerging could not see his wingman. He
circled and tried to call his companion on all possible channels without a reply . Unable to locate his
wingman, the leader turned south and flew around
the end of the front where the weather was better
and continued his cross country flight in the clear.
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That morning a rancher was feeding his cattle,
and watching the progress of a thunderstorm. He
heard the sound of an engine, assumed it to be a
truck on a distant highway and went on with his
work, but only for a moment. Then he realized it
was an airplane. He looked up and saw a plane
flying low under the clouds amid lightning and rain,
the pilot apparently trying to get out of the storm
area.
When the plane came to within one mile of the
rancher he saw a wing come off. Suddenly the
plane nosed over and went into a dive, striking the
ground with a tremendous crash. The pilot was instantly killed.
A severe gust load in a thunderstorm or excessive load while recovering from a rapid descent were
believed responsible for the wing failure. Investigators also considered the possibility of reversing of
controls due to excessive fuel in the fuselage tank of
the P-51 at the time of the accident which was only
25 minutes after takeoff.
This fatal accident could also be added to the list
of flying safety violations in that the pilot entered
IFR conditions on a VFR flight plan.
Flying turbulent storm areas even in a "weak
front" is not encouraged. It should never be done
with excessive wing loading and at high speed.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Gentlemen:
The November issue of the magazme FLYING
SAFETY is the first copy which I have been privileged to receive. I believe that this magazine has
more to offer of interest to the pilot than any magazine which I have ever read. Every article is well
written and interesting to read.
Although flyin g safety should always be foremost
in a pilot's mind, a story which tells what happened
to some other pilot, who did not keep this thought
foremost, always "sticks" a little better.
I am enclosing a letter, and pictures, concerning
a recent incident which happened at this station. In
my few years of experience, I had not seen a similar
situation. I feel that what the pilot did in this case
could very easily have ended in disaster ....
MAJOR GILBERT G. SMITH, JR.
Alaskan Air Command

We'll accept your bouquet, M ajar Smith. and are
publishing your account of the snow incident on
page 5, under the title "Brush It 0 jj."-ED.
Dear Editor:

*

Praemonitus, Praemunitus - that's Latin. We
are no longer exactly sure about the pronunciation
but those two words contain a lot of good senseforewarned, forearmed.
This truth was strongly impressed upon us at an
early age. To wit-anyone who had been advised
or warned of an approaching event would be prepared to properly cope with this event when confronted by it.
But less than a month ago!
We had been on duty at the March Flight Service
Center for three hours. All the officers on duty had
just checked the 1830 weather sequence noting the
following: a line of cumulus clouds were to the east
of the March Flight Service area. Severe thunderstorms and turbulence had been reported in and near
these clouds with ceilings to the deck. All other
weather in the area was good.
A few minutes later a flight plan was received, indicating a B-25 had just departed an active Air
Force base in the March Flight Service area and

was flying direct to Fort Worth, Texas. The route
of flight was directly through this foul weather.
It was immediately apparent that this aircraft
must be warned of the weather condition and a
safe alternate procedure suggested. Prompt action
was necessary lest disastrous results occur.
The pilot was advised to change his flight plan.
But forewarned of severe storms at Fort Worth,
the pilot stated he would continue on course as he
originally planned. You can well imagine the mental anguish of all concerned at March Flight Service
Center. Flight Service is an advisory agency and
may only suggest-this pilot could not be told to
alter .his route.
Hours later. No further word had been received
from the pilot; by now his ET A was long passed.
A communications search had proved futile. His last
known position was somewhere near San Angelo.
San Angelo radio could hear him calling. The pilot
stated he was unsure of his position and he would
land a.t the first field he saw.
Flight Service sent an alert notice to all fields requesting them to attempt contact. Flight Service also
requested all civil and military fields to turn on all
r~nway lights in an effort to attract the pilot's attention.
When the aircraft departed it was carrying five
and one half hours of fuel. It had now been airborne for over that time and was still not reported
down.
A few moments later we were notified that the
pilot, seeing runway lights, had made a safe landing. The landing was made in the victinity of San
Antonio where Flight Service originally suggested
he go.
Permit us to caution all pilots: Tune in to AACS
airways stations while in flight. They may have
good news for you. Flight Service Centers have a
very good picture of any hazard along your rou te of
flight, and highly trained officers on twenty- four
hour duty are present to assist you. Complete information on how to contact your favorite Flight
Service Center while in flight will be found in TO
08-15-1, the Radio Facility Chart.
YOU, as a pilot, are vitally interested in the safe
completion of your flight. SO IS FLIGHT
SERVICE.
CAPTAIN J. c. BAIRD
l sT. LT. R. E. BoYLE
,March Flight Service Center
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P-51 to takeoff position with

He then gunned the engine and tried to groundloop

a student in the piggyback seat, an instructor was

away, but the fighter turned only slightly. The prop

demonstrating how the plane could be taxied with-

of the P-51 dug into a wing of the transport and .

WHILE TAXIING THIS

out putting the tailwheel in full swivel.

!iced it off near the landing light.

As they neared the takeoff end of the runway, a

'

The instructor knew the brakes were weak on the

C-4 7 was on the taxi trip in po ition about ready

fighter and he also knew it was difficult to place this

to roll onto the runway. The imtructor tried to put

particular tailwheel in full swivel. He did not allow

the tailwheel in full swivel to swing around the

enough space to clear the waiting plane. Both planes

parked plane but the tailwheel would not release.

suffered major damage.
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"Stamp mah loot and call me SlyLittle old AT-6 to lly."

"Crosswind landing-nothing to it;
A
Man with holes in head could do it." .._,

"Flies itsell," Mal declares aloud, /
"Easy as falling off a cloud."
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